interior thin brick
The versatile veneer

Glen-Gery, America’s Premier Brickmaker for over 125 years, innovates richly appealing product lines, with clay brick made exclusively in the United States. Our Thin Brick yields the same craft and commitment to quality that characterizes all of our products. When you choose Glen-Gery Thin Brick, you’re choosing to transform your project with the rich appearance and lasting service that only brick can provide.

Glen-Gery Thin Brick

Milwaukee Thin Brick

Interior applications

The diversity of Glen-Gery Thin Brick make it uniquely useful for many different interior applications including:

• Accent wall
• Backsplash
• Fireplace
• Bar front
• Wine cellar
• Restaurant decor
• Ceilings & floors

Not all Thin Brick are recommended for use in interior paving applications. Please consult a masonry professional to ensure proper design/installation.
Glen-Gery offers Thin Brick in the widest variety of colors, textures, sizes and overall appearance including extruded, molded, handmade and glazed units. Products are available in thicknesses of 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, or 1”.

With over 30 colors available, our Thin Brick offerings do not stop there. Most Glen-Gery brick products can be cut into thin brick. Products in this brochure listed with an asterisk (*) after the name are not stocked as thin brick and were cut from full size brick. Contact us for more information on cutting thin brick.
Why thin brick?

Thin Brick retains the beauty of brick when building design or other considerations may not permit the use of standard brick masonry. Thin brick is the ideal choice for interior applications. This lightweight product requires less supporting structure, allowing for installation almost anywhere including ceilings and floors. Our all natural, sustainable products are available in a large color palate. Unique installation options complement any style making it a great addition to any interior design scheme from modern to rustic and more!
Not all thin brick are recommended for use in interior paving applications. Please consult a masonry professional to ensure proper design/installation.

Install with Thin Tech®

Thin Tech® Masonry Support Panel provides the perfect mounting system for thin brick and other masonry specialties. Thin Tech enhances the usefulness of brick veneer, and expands its applications in new directions. Offered in the traditional Classic and high-performance Elite series, each are tailored to the needs of specific applications.

Thin Tech Classic offers the thinnest, most resilient masonry veneer support structure specifically designed to accommodate thin brick. The Classic series works in conjunction with traditional mortar to secure the veneer.

Thin Tech Elite features all the advantages of the Classic series, but with enhanced product performance.